
Balancing Chemical Equations POGIL Activity 

background Information: Atoms Are Conserved in Chemical Reactions. 

Chemical reactions are described by chemical equations. According to the Law of Conservation 
of Mass (Matter), atoms are neither created nor destroyed when chemical reactions take place. 
Therefore, the number of atoms of each element must be identical on the reactant (left) and the 
product (right) sides of a balanced chemical reaction. 

Reaction (A) 

Reaction (B) 

CuO (s) + 

CO(g) + 

Cu(s) + 

+ 

es>·Cx> 
Questions; 

1. How many of each type of atom are represented on each side of the equation in reaction (A)? 

Cu 0 I 
Reactant 

Side 
Product 
Side 

2. Does this equation (A) obey the Law of Conservation of Mass (Matter)? Explain. 

3. How many of each type of atom are represented on each side of the equation in reaction (B)? 

C 0 
Reactant 

Side 
Product 
Side 

4. Does this equation (B) obey the Law of Conservation of Mass (Matter)? Explain. 



5. If either Reaction A or B does not obey the Law of Conservation of Mass (Matter), draw 
additional molecules on the reactant and/or product side in order to make the number of all 
atoms equal on both sides of the equation. (Remember that once written correctly, chemical 
formulas cannot be changed. In other words, molecules must remain intact) 

6. In reaction (A), how many H»O molecules are produced for every H» molecule that is 
consumed? 

7. In reaction (B), how many CO» molecules are produced for every O; molecule consumed? 

8. In reaction (B), how many CO molecules react with every O» molecule? 

Background Information: Balanced Chemical Equations 

A balanced chemical equation represents a chemical reaction that obeys the Law of 
Conservation of Mass (Matter). It can be thought of as describing how many atoms or molecules 
of reactants are consumed in order to produce a certain number of atoms or molecules of 
products. A coefficient is a small whole number that appears in front of a formula in a chemical 
equation. The coefficient represents the relative number of atoms or molecules. 



4 
In order to answer question 5, Reaction A was already drawn correctly, but Reaction B should 
have been redrawn as pictured below: 

This picture shows 2 carbon atoms and 4 oxygen atoms on each side of the equation. These 
atoms are represented as 2 CO molecules and 1 O> molecule on the reactant side and 2 CO; 
molecules on the product side of the equation. 

Ouestions 

9. Based on the correct drawings write a formula equation that will obey the Law of 
Conservation of Mass (Matter) for both Reaction A and B. In order to do this, coefficients 
may be required. < 

10. 1s the number of molecules identical on the reactant and product sides of both of these 
balanced equations? 

1 1. Why must we balance chemical equations? 

Model: Balanced Chemical Equations 

a) Zn + 2HCl > H» + ZnCl 

b) 2H± + O» > 2HO 

c) Bach + 2AgNO, > Ba(NO+):+ 2 AgCI 

d) 2C«Hu + 1902 > 12C0%+ 141H5O 



Ouestions; 

12. What is the coefficient for hydrochloric acid in equation a? 

13. What is the coefficient for barium nitrate in equation c? 

14. How many barium atoms are on each side of equation c? 

15. How many carbon atoms are on each side of equation d? 

16. How many oxygen atoms are on each side of equation d? 

17. Balance the following chemical equations: 

a) Cr r Se 

b) NaHcO» ➔

c) Fess» HCI 

d) CS» + NH» 

e) Fe(SO), + 

f) CasHs±+ O2 

➔ CrS 
Na5CO; + 

➔

➔

KOH > 

➔

FeCls + 

HAS + 

HyS 

NHASCN --- 

s) HPo > HP±Or HO 
h) CH; O»> CO» + HO 

) Al(OH + H±SO, > AE(SO)» + HO 


